Per Itron documentation, an equipment index “is defined as a weighted average across equipment types
of equipment saturation levels normalized by operating efficiency levels.”
In the interest of being concise, we may have used the term “equipment index” too loosely. In the
proposed model, Residential and Commercial models are built as a function of Heating, Cooling, and
Other. Heating, Cooling, and Other are in turn a function of weather (in the case of Heating and Cooling),
the respective equipment index, and economic factors. Each sector takes into consideration the identity:
Total Use = Heating Use + Cooling Use + Other Use
Since Heating Use, Cooling Use, and Other Use are not observed but estimated, these are fit into a
statistical model (separately for Residential and Commercial):
Total Use = b1 x (Heating Use) + b2 x (Cooling Use) + b3 x (Other Use)
This supplies us with estimates of Heating, Cooling, and Other Use for Residential and Commercial
sectors. These estimates are then subsequently aggregated to System-wide Heating, Cooling, and Other
Use. The indices are not weighted based on energy sales; the indices are a composite of each sector’s
estimated respective use type. Our statement that “Historic and forecast weights of different sectors
vary over time” was referring to the fact that use types will be comprised of different levels of
Residential, Commercial, and Industrial use over time.

In the End-Use data, Commercial intensity figures are supplied in terms Use per Square Foot. So Working
Age Population is a proxy for Square Footage to help the model translate Intensity to Total Energy.
Though not on our slide, we also couple Working Age Population with a Square Foot to Population
conversion based on National data to take into account that Square Footage is increasing relative to
population.
Regarding Industrial energy, as you say the function is just a restatement. Goods-Producing Output is
compiled from Moody’s Analytics data, and Electricity Used per Output is compiled from a combination
of Moody’s Analytics and EIA data. Both of these are estimates or proxies for the trends they are trying
to represent and thus a model is appropriate. Were they actual, then yes, a product of those two would
equal Energy.

That’s not Moody’s Analytics trend, it is from EIA. This chart is a combination of data sources.
History is Electricity Retail Sales to the Industrial Sector from EIA divided by Real Goods Output from
Moody’s Analytics. Forecast is then driven off of Electricity Use per dollar of Real Shipments from the
EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook.
As for the abrupt change, we don’t know specifics, it would be a combination of their thoughts on
industrial mix, disposition to using electricity, and industrial process efficiency.

We agree that we are not doing two-stage least squares.
What we are trying to accomplish is to rectify the growing disconnect between non-weather sensitive
load trends and the variable set that the current model uses to represent that trend (i.e. the current
model’s Other Equipment Index combined with the Economic Index). The solution we propose is to
estimate non-weather sensitive load, forecast it using a calibrated non-weather sensitive variable (a
combination of Residential, Commercial, and Industrial trends), and then directly use this as an input to
the model of total load. We believe that employing this method will allow the model to better
distinguish historical trends and ultimately provide a more accurate forecast.

While there may be no months with “no weather component”, there are certainly periods with little
weather component. We are seeking to estimate what load is under these conditions (the circled
portion in the below example graph). We believe the estimates are useful for the purpose at hand.

We are working on changes that consider your concern regarding the absence of Summer/Winter
months in the non-weather sensitive load calculation.
In establishing the history of non-weather sensitive load, we don’t necessarily care about the why, only
about the trend. The why is then considered when the non-weather sensitive variable is estimated and
forecasted in a regression model which uses the calibrated non-weather sensitive variable (a
combination of Residential, Commercial, and Industrial trends).

Per the previous response, trends in the Other Equipment Index are being used in the forecast of nonweather sensitive load just not in the initial establishing of the non-weather sensitive load history.

We are using both CDD and THI because they are both found to add value to the model.
It has not been verified that the max daily THI never occurs after the peak, nor minimum daily WWP.
Weather conditions that occur after the peak are highly collinear with conditions that occur before the
peak. Weather variables are meant to be indicative of the weather conditions that customers face, and
the model establishes the relationship between load and weather. If the weather conditions are not
informative to determining the relationship, then the model will give less weight to them.

The idea behind running the univariate regression models was to get each individual variable’s
explanatory power. Since the Summer variables and Winter variables being examined are highly
collinear, using a multivariate regression model would defeat this purpose. While there is undoubtedly
omitted variable bias, this is predominately an issue for the parameter estimates in each of the
univariate models (which never get used).
Further refinement of the weights could be a potential improvement down the line, however this does
not appear to be a significant flaw.
The goal here is not to save on degrees of freedom. The origin of pursuing this was that the current
weather specification is a mix of linear and spline terms. Summer weather is specified by CDD (linear
term), lag CDD (linear term), and THI (spline terms). Much of the weight in the final model solution is
being given to the linear term, and thus the current model is perhaps not fully capturing the saturation
effect at extreme weather conditions and thus potentially contributing to overforecasting. We believe
having a single weather variable will allow us to have a more cohesive and consistent treatment of
weather.

You are correct that the variable with the greatest weight is CDD. As stated on the prior page, this is true
in the current model as well. By itself CDD tends to be more predictive of daily peak load than does THI.
We tried iterations with daily average THI in place of CDD and those tended to not do as well. We agree
that THI is more intuitive, and if building an hourly model rather than a daily model, THI may very well
work out to be the superior variable. We have hypothesized that it may have to do with morning and
early afternoon humidity not being all that influential in final daily peak determination. This type of
humidity (if it burns off by peak time) would boost a daily average THI out of proportion with its load
impact, whereas CDD by contrast would not. Moreover, the culmination of a daily peak has to do with
the aggregate thermal buildup throughout the day rather than a single point in time like max daily THI.
A one day lag for CDD has been found to add value to the model. This would be highly correlated with
overnight weather.
We don’t think it’s appropriate to read too much into over- or under-stating based on that graph. The
graph is purely a presentation of multiple years of data points versus the weather parameter, thus
obscures some of the other factors the model would be taking into account (i.e. year-to-year trends and
calendar effects). As for the selection of the cubic polynomial, it was chosen based on visual inspection
of the data. Here are two examples:
Here's with cubic polynomial:

And here’s with a quadratic polynomial:

In our view the cubic polynomial seemed to be a better representation of the data.

We apologize for the confusion. We are not using, nor are proposing to use average daily capacity
factors. We will continue to use a capacity factor linked to the time of peak by season, which would be
HE17 in the Summer. Our proposal is to then vary the solar output by weather scenario as we currently
do for temperature/humidity. So weather scenarios that correspond to peak day type loads will likely
correspond with above average solar conditions and thus above average solar generation.

PJM is already aware of these sources of historical data.

We disagree with these points. Our contention is that the current model has a trend in the zero year out
and three year out forecast errors, and importantly the trend in the former is contributing to the trend
in the latter. With the proposed model, there is no trend in the zero year out forecast error and thus it
does not contribute to compounding of error. From slide 49:

We disagree with the point that because the forecast is lower it will have increasingly negative errors.
This point could have been made at any point in the past 14 years that PJM has been producing a load
forecast. With each year’s load forecast we have more often than not seen downward revisions to our
projections, and at no point have we been said to be underforecasting. A lower forecast does not
automatically equate to negative error.
With the current model, we are acknowledging that it is showing a bias towards overforecasting and
believe that this bias will grow with time (due to the points we laid out in our presentation). The
proposed model has shown no such bias in its starting point, and has yet to show any indication of
negative error in three-year out projections. We continually evaluate the model, and will seek changes if
we start to see over- or under-forecasting.

